
(10) MQX-F24: Max 2 x 4 Frame

(2) MQX-F14: Max 1 x 4 Frame

(7) MQX-F22: Max 2 x 2 Frame

(3) MQX-F21: 2 x 1 Max Frame

(2) MQX-F22C: 2 x 2 Max Counter

(1) MQ-SM4QD: Double Sided 43” Media Mount

(131) MQ-Q2346: 23” x 46” Double Quads

(14) MQ-Q2323: 23” x 23” Main Quad

(2) MQ-QTV42K: Two Double Vertical Quads with 
Reveals and Monitor Cutouts

(1) Crate

$47,647Price

INCLUDES

Carpeting, furniture and electronics not included

Kit MQ-WK70
MULTIQUAD®

This MultiQuad® modular display system is designed to fit into a 30 x 30 
island booth space. The lightweight aluminum framework requires no tools 

for assembly and carries a lifetime warranty. The unit features a main 20’ long 
back wall that is tiered up to a maximum height of 16’ and acts to broadcast 

messages on both sides as well as separate the internal area from the aisle. Within this wall is a provision for 
up to two 42” flush mounted monitors back to back. On the opposite side is another 20’ long wall that 

is stepped to reach a height of 12’ and provide for privacy within the core of the exhibit - where 
seating and semi-private conference areas can be set up. On opposite ends of the exhibit 

space are 46” high counter units that provide meet and greet areas and can be used 
for internal storage (as can either of the walls). All visible faces of the exhibit are 

covered with magnetically attached Quads that are easy to install, reposition, 
or change out as marketing messages evolve. These can be printed in 

any image or color.  The unit packs down into individual frame 
components boxes that are then housed in a traditional crate 

and shipped common carrier.



* Specifications do not include electronics, flooring, or furniture

SIZE & WEIGHT

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

ASSEMBLY TIME

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS*

Kit MQ-WK70
MULTIQUAD®

Setup 6 Man Hours

Dismantle 3 Man Hours

Drops 2

Power (Amperage) 15

CRATE

Quantity 1

Container Size 57” L X 59” W X 103” H

Shipping Type Freight

Shipping Weight 1610 Lbs

Exhibit Weight 1100 Lbs


